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The Second Industrial Age in the United States (also known as the Gilded Age) was a period of technological innovation that slightly
overlaps with the Reconstruction Era. As the U.S. began to transform, industries began to rapidly expand and, consequently, they had
huge effects on the economy. In this same time period, the corruption in political machines was becoming known to the public through
the work of investigative journalists and social commentators such as the reporters that worked for the New York Times and the
Harper's Weekly's Thomas Nast. These factors worked as stepping stones for the reforms that would take place in the first third of the
20th century.

For the next week or so, you'll be learning about the transformation of the United States throughout the Gilded Age.This WebQuest is
currently under reconstruction!!!! :DIn addition, you are going to analyze the relationships between the people of this country, their
government, and the growing industries of this nation. Especially, we'll look at the American people's plight for worker's rights,
corruption that political machines engaged in, and the great liberties that the great industries were afforded. Additionally, we'll look at
the people that fought for the rights of the workers.In the "Process" tab, information is going to be broken up into class assignments
and homework assignments.

We begin now with tying up the Reconstruction Era and slowly turning towards the Gilded Age. This requires that we first look at what
we know about this period in America.(Note: For every assignment where you create something, you should be submitting that
assignment to me either online or on paper.In Class and For HomeworkDouble Entry JournalNo matter what we're studying, you
should always try to take notes on the topic.Keep a double entry journal where you can write down main ideas and key details (as full
sentences) that you learn from the text.Have notes on the left side of the page and questions on the right.Write down the title of the
texts you use and keep the website links under the titles (if you keep your journal on Word).Keep page numbers on where you got
every piece of information in the text.If there is no page numbers on a website, write down "No Page Numbers" next to the title.This
journal should always be used with homework assignments, but if it's an in class assignment, you don't necessarily have to keep that
information in there.If you do keep information from in-class texts in your journal, you will receive bonus points for each work you
keep. Also, it helps you keep information in order for when you have a research paper due on one of the topics covered in class.In
ClassWord Sort and Word Scavenger Hunt HybridFor this assignment, you're going to be working with three or peers to organize the
words in the following file found at the bottom: Word Sort and Word Scavenger HuntWord Sort, Part IWith your 3 or 4 peers, you'll be
cutting out the words and arranging them into groups.You should try to work your way down to three different groups with a common
theme for each group. For example, you might look at a few of those vocabulary words and realize that some of those are related to
the Democratic Party. So if you group them together, the group will be called "Democratic Party". (Also, remember to communicate
with your peers about why you think a word belongs in a certain group. It's important to have consensus so that nobody is confused at
the end of this assignment)If you don't know some of those words, try to take an educated guess as to what kind of group they belong
to. If you have no clue where the strips belong, just put those vocab words into a group you'll call "Don't know" and move on to other
words until you're done.Presenting what you knowSo your group is going to be presenting the sets of words that you worked
on.You're going to talk about the words that you put in those sets, and why you chose to put the words in those sets.When your group
is done presenting (and before your group has presented), you'll be listening to other groups talk about how they reasoned that a
word belongs in a certain set.Word Scavenger HuntSo you and the members of your group are each going to pick out one word that
you didn't know anything about (or a word that you guessed on) and you're going to do a bit of research on that topic. You'll be given
time to find websites and videos on those topics, but you cannot use Wikipedia.On top of this, you should spend a few minutes finding
an image that you can relate to your vocabulary word. So it can be an actual picture of that topic or it can be a cartoon about that
topic; it can be a regular graphic that just helps you to remember what the word means.When your entire group is done researching,
you will begin presenting the information that you found.After presentations are done, try to edit your word sort to see what you've
learned, and how it affects your groups.Word Sort, Part IIThis Word Sort is a bit different than the first one. Instead of your group
making up the name of each set, I'm going to provide the names for the sets.When I call on your group, you're going to send one
person up to move around two or three of the terms being projected into the group it belongs in.That person will then explain why they

put those words in their respective sets.If all your words have been taken up, your representative can tell me why they would move a
term from one group to another.Once your group has presented, or if your group has yet to present, pay attention to what the other
groups have researched on their own.Reciprocal TeachingBefore you begin this assignment, open up the "Reciprocal Teaching
Roles" Templare located at the bottom of this page.So now, you are going to be in different groups than you had been in the last
assignment. I want you to be in groups of four max.Here is the link to Frederick Douglass' autobiography "The Life And Times of
Frederick Douglass". You're going to find the Table of Contents, look &nbsp;for Part II of the book, and find Chapter 14 of Part II.We
are going to exercise each role so that we can make sure that you get a gist for what you have to do.I'm going to read aloud the text
up until the last paragraph on page 485.After we finish reading, you and your group is going to open up Microsoft Word and your
going to pick a role for each file. Title your file for that role. Upload that file to Google Docs and invite your group mates to work on
that file.As we work through each of the roles in class, you are going to edit your file so that you have the information we cover
together. Remember to title the portion you write with your own name.Next, your team is going to rotate roles.We will then read
together until the last paragraph of page 487.I will then begin calling on groups and naming a role. The person with that role will give
some information that they gathered in their work. I'll keep doing that until I've called on each role.From here on out, I'll let your group
work on your own and you will be stopping at the following points in the text:Page 488, Last ParagraphPage 490, Last
ParagraphPaage 492, First ParagraphPage 493, First ParagraphEnd of ChapterReQuestBefore we begin this assignment, we're
going to look at how to ask Higher-Order Thinking Questions. As you go on down the list of question frames, you're going to discover
that the lower you go down the image, the more thinking that you require, and the less it's about repeating information. Keep the page
open so that you can continue using it for the ReQuest.Now, I need you to go to the bottom of this page and open up the ReQuest file
that says "Role Card" underneath. Study the role card before you open up the news article titled "Treasury Department Renames
Building to Honor Emancipated Slaves."At this point, the whole class is going to silently read the article.Once you are done, I'm going
to let you ask me one question along with follow-up questions if you think I didn't answer your question right. You must confer with the
class as to what question will be asked first. You should remember to try and ask a higher order thinking question using the question
template.When you ask me, I will do my best to answer your question from memory (since my computer will be closed). If I answer
that question well, I will then get to ask the whole class a question and follow-up questions. I will allow you guys to work together to
answer.We will do this for two more times, and then we'll be done.Anticipation GuideThe next text we'll be looking at is an article by
the New York Times titled "The Country's Troubles".Before we begin reading together in class, I need you to open up the anticipation
guide template at the bottom of this page.I'll be reading each phrase aloud in class and I'll give you a few seconds to decide if each
phrase is true or false. Put your answer into the blank marked "Before".After sharing your thoughts, the class will begin reading along
as I read aloud. What your job is at this point is to make sure that, whenever one of the phrases in the guide is discussed in the
article, I want you to stop me so that you can write down if the statement is actually true or false. You'll also be given time to explain
why you know your first answer was true or what part about it made it false.Once we finish reading the article, I want you to go back to
your shoulder partner and discuss the answers that you found.After a few minutes, I'll begin calling on people to share why each
statement is true or why it's false. After all the questions are asked, we'll be done.Summative AssignmentDebate, Part IThis is going
to be the thing that wraps up everything we need to know for this Web Quest. If you remember the final sections of&nbsp;"The
Country's Troubles," the journalist writes about the argument that the railroad industry should not be regulated and the discussion
about&nbsp;unemployed&nbsp;persons was quickly cast aside and ignored because that discussion was based only on estimates.
What we're going to do is discuss whether or not regulation would have been beneficial for the nation.We are going to divide the class
into two groups, those that are going to argue in favor of the industries (i.e. anti-regulation), and those that are going to argue in favor
of the people (i.e. pro-regulation).I want your information to cover how the nation was affected by government regulation in the late
1800s and in more modern times.1800s – For information on this time period, you should be reading the texts I give you in class and
write information into your double entry journal. This allows you to keep your notes organized and pick out important details from the
text. The following topics will be covered in class regarding this topic.Anti-regulation – Industry magnates like Andrew Carnegie, certain
businesses partaking in illegal activity.Pro-regulation – Unions, Strikes held by industry workers, Socialist Party and leaders like
Eugene V. DebsYou should also do your own research into the topics if you'd like to strengthen your arguments and gain an edge on
the opposing team. For example, you might research the American Tobacco Company and the Standard Oil.Modern times - For this
portion, you'll have to do your own research on modern topics. I will provide those topics below, along with a few resources, but you
will have to decide among each other who will research what topic.Minimum Wage – The Economic Effects of Minimum Wage,
Employment and Business Effects of Minimum Wage Increases, and Businesses Fear Ripple Effect From Minimum-Wage HikeGreat
Recession of 2008&nbsp;–&nbsp;Reasons behind 2008 Recession,&nbsp;Aftershocks from the Great Recession Still Plague US
Economy, The Link Between Food Insecurity and the Great Recession, and Another Pension Fund Goes South After the Great
Recession, and Obama: Sanders' Critique is 'Correct' that Big Banks have not been DismantledFDA&nbsp;– US Food and Drug
Administration, FDA Final Rule on Sanitary Transportation of Food, Lawsuit Challenges FDA's Right to Approve Genetically Modified
Animals, The Little-Known FDA Program that's Driving Drug Prices Higher, and Criticisms of the FDA (NOTE: if you use this last one,
you can only use it to lead you to other resources. You cannot cite Wikipedia as your source for this
assessment)&nbsp;Technology&nbsp;–&nbsp;Silicon Valley Pleads for Less Regulation at Second Public Hearing on Self-Driving
Cars, This is How You Regulate Uber, and&nbsp;French Cabbies Threaten Euro 2016 Strike in Uber ProtestCitizens United v.
FEC&nbsp;–&nbsp;Citizens United: Dedicating to Restoring Our Government to Citizen Control,&nbsp;Yes, ‘Citizens United’ gives
Republicans an electoral edge. Here’s proof., The Supreme Court's Citizens United Decision has led to an Explosion of Campaign
Spending, and Trevor Potter & Stephen's Shell Corporation and Colbert Super PAC SHH! - Secret Second 501(c)(4) (There are
more videos on the Colbert Super PAC, but those videos contain some profanity and suggestive content.)How businesses benefit or
are damaged by regulation&nbsp;–&nbsp;Who Benefits from Regulation?, Small Business’s Problem With Government Regulation, and
Food Fight? Actually, Regulation is the ProblemFinally, during this time, you should be working to learn how to deliver your
information. When you're debating, you should work to establish yourself as a certain kind of speaker. Are you going to appeal to the
audience's rational thinking? Will you try to rile up their emotions? This depends on the audience that you have, and the relationship
that you have with your audience. In this debate, your audience is made up of your classmates. Based on that fact alone, you should
figure out how you're going to convince them that your argument is the better argument. Here are some resources that you can
use.Famous Presidential Debate Moments&nbsp;(Wins and Fails)The Complete Greatest Speeches and Moments Ever&nbsp;(Pick
out a few and try to figure out why those audio clips contain some of the greatest words ever spoken.)Mini-Research ProjectSemantic
Feature Analysis and Concept of Definition MapSemantic Feature Analysis, Part IFor this two to three day assignment, what I'm going
to do is start off by looking over the Semantic Feature Analysis Template at the bottom of this webpage. Take note of what you should
be looking for when you're reading this with your group of four.When you're done looking it over, start getting into groups of four and
open up&nbsp;the Advanced Placement History summary for the&nbsp;Rise of Unions&nbsp;in the US.As you popcorn read among
each other, I want you to fill out each cell in each row with one of the following four:Y - YesN - No??? - I can't really tellCertain words e.g. You know that the National Labor Union isn't an individual person, but an organized group of people, so you could write "Group"
instead of writing down "N". You can use this one if you want.When your group is done reading, you are allowed to confer with other
members to correct any mistakes and to explain information to each other.When everyone is done, each group will present some

information that you recorded, and you should mention any cells that you filled with "???"Mini-Research AssignmentIn class, you're
going to be picking one topics found in the sign up sheet found at the bottom of this webpage. When I call you up, you're going to sign
up for one of the topic of your choice.&nbsp;Keep in mind that you have to have some background information for your speech
arguments, so try deciding which topic best helps you.With your topic, you're going to find a few sources that you can use to find
information online. These are suggested sites, but if you have difficulty accessing them, I will allow you to use other sources for a
slightly lowered grade, unless those other sources are primary sources.You are going to read those resources for homework, and
you're going to take notes and ask questions in your double entry journal.When we met up in class the following day, you should have
completed or nearly completed your research. If you haven't, I'll allow you ten minutes to wrap things up.When those ten minutes are
done, you are going to meet up with the group you assigned yourself to on the signup sheet (e.g. if you picked the Pennsylvania Coal
Strike of 1875, you are going to join group 4 because that is the number in the middle row, which is titled "Group #".&nbsp;You and
your group members are then going to begin presenting information to each other in order from the first group member to the last
group member (see "Team Member #" to the left of "Group # on the sign up sheet).As your group is presenting information, you
should be taking notes on what they say.Concept of Definition MapWhen your in-group presentations are done, you should open the
concept of definition map template found at the bottom of this webpage. You are going to use this graphic organizer in order to
determine the most important information in your subject. Collaborate with your group in order to determine what you deem the most
important information from your presentations, and fill in the map.After doing this, you are going to create two summaries based on
that information.The first is a one to two sentence summary using only the information you have on your graphic organizer.The
second summary is going to be a two to six paragraph summary where you include important information and supporting details not
found on your concept of definition map.Semantic Feature Analysis, Part IIAt this point, I'm going to begin picking out students from
each group to read their second summary for the class. As a student is giving his or her presentation, you should be filling out a
second semantic feature analysis.If you were chosen to give a presentation, quickly fill in the semantic feature analysis portions that
you cover in your paper.If there is any information that is not covered in the presentations, I will call on somebody (aside from the
presenter) whose group did cover that information and they will be given the chance to provide a brief overview of that topic.In Class
AssignmentLearning StationsFor this assignment, we're going to be reading a four different texts in each station. We'll be doing the
following things: Think/Pair/Share, Jigsaw, Definition Poem, and a Quick Write. Depending on the group you're assigned to, you'll be
working down the list until you go through all four strategies.Think/Pair/ShareFor this assignment, you're going to be reading this
article titled "What is the Tweed Ring?" on your own.When you're done reading, take a two to three minutes to think about what
you've read.Afterwards, get into pairs and discuss what you learned from the text and what you found was important. If there is an
extra person at your station, you're allowed to form one group of three. You should take about two to three minutes to discuss this
with your pair.Afterwards, everyone is going to get together and discuss what seemed most important.When your finished, you should
be researching your topic for the debateJigsawFor this assignment, you're going to be reading a newspaper article titled "The
Degeneration of Tammany."What you're going to do is break into groups of three. If there's one or two extra people, take them into
your group. This group will be your&nbsp;home group.Next, each group member is going to pick either number 1, number 2, and
number 3. Each number must be picked at least once in a group.After that, your group is going to break up and your going to join
other people who have the same number. So if you picked number one, and you find two other people that also picked number one,
they're going to be your new group mates. This group will be your&nbsp;expert group.In the expert group, you're going to be reading
a specific set of pages from the news paper article. The following tells you which group is going to read which pages:Page 297 - The
end of the first paragraph on page 298 (The one that ends with the phrase "So we get on admirably.")The second paragraph on Page
298 (It&nbsp;starts with "Nothing is now heard of the Tammany Society.") - The last paragraph of Page 300The end of Page 300 The end of the first paragraph on Page 303When you're done reading silently, each member of the&nbsp;expert group&nbsp;is going
to discuss what was just read. Talk about the purpose of that section you read, discuss the key points in the two pages, and feel free
to use Google to find out the meaning of phrases and words you didn't understand.Afterwards, you're going to disband
your&nbsp;expert group&nbsp;and return to your&nbsp;home group.In the home group, everybody is going to give a brief summary of
what they read, starting with group member 1 and ending with group member 3. If there's an extra person in your group, they can add
any extra information that they found important in the portion they read.When your&nbsp;home group&nbsp;is done summarizing,
your group is going to read the final portion of the article, which spans from the top of Page 303 to Page 305. You should then discuss
how the final portion brings the first three sections together.Definition PoemFor this assignment, you're going to be reading a New
York Times&nbsp;blog post titled "On this day: January 6, 1872."When you're done reading silently, your group should discuss some
of the characters and places introduced in this short article. When you're done with this discussion, you can form pairs to work on the
assignment.So, for this assignment, you're going to pick out one of the persons or places discussed in the article. It can be anything
covered in the article. You're going to write nine lines that describe the topic you selected.The next portion breaks down the poem into
three sections and gives you a template to follow with your poem.The first line asks what (or who) the subject is.&nbsp;- This line
should read something like "What is _____?" (e.g. "Who was Thomas Nast?")&nbsp;- This line is bold and the font size is slightly
larger than the rest of the text.The following nine lines describe the subject.&nbsp;- Say that you pick Thomas Nast as your topic,
each line is going to read "(Thomas Nast was) _____________" except that you're not going to write the part in the
parenthesis.&nbsp;- Each line should be indented.The final line should exclaim that you sufficiently defined the topic of the poem.
Your line should say "That is&nbsp;&nbsp;_____!"&nbsp;- This line should be bold.&nbsp;- This line should be indented.What
is&nbsp;_____?&nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp;(Definition 1)&nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp;(Definition 2)&nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp;(Definition 3)&nbsp;
&nbsp; &nbsp;(Definition 4)&nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp;(Definition 5)&nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp;(Definition 6)&nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp;(Definition
7)&nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp;(Definition 8)&nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp;(Definition 9)&nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp;That is&nbsp;_____!Two final things
you should know before you start writing.Any information you get from the text or from your own memory about the topic doesn't have
to be cited. However, if there isn't enough information in the blog post, and you don't know enough about the topic, you may do some
research online. You must cite those sources using Purdue OWL or Googling "How to cite (type of source being used)." Do not use in
text citation, but do keep a small bibliography separate from the poem.If you are doing research, you must make sure that at least the
last three lines use information from the article. The other six lines can be information not found in the article.When everyone is
finished writing, each pair should present their work. Each pair should also describe what they think is the most important line in their
poem and why they think that.Quick WriteFor this assignment, you should take four minutes to write as much as you know about the
two questions.&nbsp;What is the graft?What kind of illegal activity did the Tweed Ring (i.e. William "Boss" Tweed's cronies) engage
in?If you have no idea as to how to answer, write down that you don't know about the topic.Once everyone is done writing or the four
minutes are up, you're going to read a transcript of one of George Washington Plunkitt's conversations regarding the graft. The work
"'I Seen My Chances and I took 'em: An Old-Time Pol Preaches Honest Graft"describes the rational that the Tweed Ring had for
engaging in illegal activity.Your group may decide either to popcorn read or to read silently.After you're done reading, you're going to
answer the first two questions on the same piece of paper on which you first wrote your questions.DiamantesFor this assignment,
we're going to look at one of the most contested elections of this time period. This election happened a few years after the events in
New York with "Boss" Tweed.We're going to begin with a few articles from the Louisiana Democrat newspaper that describes the
election of Samuel Tilden to the presidency.(Note: It can be a bit tricky to operate the PDF. Consider dragging across the newspaper

by clicking and dragging your mouse. I also recommend using the "+" and "-" buttons on the task bar immediately above the text to
zoom in and out.)You will be reading along while I read the following three articles. The first one is in the first column on the left and is
titled "Hallelujah! Now you can crow! 'The Republican Party is Dead!'." The second and third articles are found in the third column of
the newspaper. They are titled "An Election Item" and "Intimidation."(Note: There is some terminology that many people consider
racist. I myself consider the terminology to be outdated and racist. However, depending on whether or not I feel comfortable enough, I
may or may not read that racist terminology aloud in order to help you understand the form of thinking that some people of the time
have had.)When this is done, you're going to write a poem about Democrats and Republicans. You're poem is going to be based on
the things that you gathered from the text and from the tone I took when reading the text. Use the following
structure:WORDADJECTIVE, ADJECTIVEPARTICIPLE, PARTICIPLE, PARTICIPLENOUN, NOUN, noun, nounparticiple, participle,
participleadjective, adjectiveantonymThe capitalization of the first half is just to help you tell the difference between the two parts of
the poem.Also, for those of you who don't know, a participle is a verb (e.g. run) that has a suffix (e.g. -ing) that can turn it into an
adjective (e.g. running in the sentence "The running boy tripped on his untied shoe lace.So, the first word you will be using is either
going to be Republican or Democrat, and the second word is going to be Democrat or Republican. The one you pick for your antonym
is going to be written in a negative light and the first word in your poem is going to be described with the positive aspects that it
had.However, you will not be using racist terminology. They may have used it in their literature, but because you are neither living in
the 1800s nor working outside of my classroom, I ask that you respect me and your peers by keeping it out of your work.
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Standards
All Standards come from http://www.cpalms.org/Public/search/Standard

American History Standards
SS.912.A.1.4
Analyze how images, symbols, objects, cartoons, graphs, charts, maps, and artwork may be used to interpret the significance of time
periods and events from the past.
SS.912.A.3.2
Examine the social, political, and economic causes, course, and consequence of the second industrial revolution that began in the
late 19th century.
SS.912.A.3.4
Determine how the development of steel, oil, transportation, communication, and business practices affected the United States
economy.
SS.912.A.3.11
Analyze the impact of political machines in United States cities in the late 19th and early 20th centuries.

Language Arts Standards
LAFS.1112.L.3.4
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grades 11-12 reading and content,
choosing flexibly from a range of strategies.
- Use context (e.g., the overall meaning of a sentence, paragraph, or text; a word’s position or function in a sentence) as a clue to the
meaning of a word or phrase

- Identify and correctly use patterns of word changes that indicate different meanings or parts of speech (e.g., conceivable,
conception, conceivable).
- Consult general and specialized reference materials (e.g., by checking the inferred meaning in context or in a dictionary
LAFS.1112.L.3.6
Acquire and use accurately general academic and domain-specific words and phrases, sufficient for reading, writing, speaking, and
listening at the college and career readiness level; demonstrate independence in gathering vocabulary knowledge when considering a
word or phrase important to comprehension.
LAFS.1112.RH.1.2
Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide an accurate summary that makes clear the
relationship among the key details and ideas.
LAFS.1112.RH.1.3
Evaluate various explanations for actions or events and determine which explanation best accords with textual evidence,
acknowledging where the text leaves matters uncertain.
LAFS.1112.RH.2.5
Analyze in detail how a complex primary source is structured, including how key sentences, paragraphs, and larger portions of the
text contribute to the whole.
LAFS.1112.RH.3.8
Evaluate an author’s premises, claims, and evidence by corroborating or challenging them with other information.
LAFS.1112.RH.3.9
Integrate information from diverse sources, both primary and secondary, into a coherent understanding of an idea or event, noting
discrepancies among sources.
LAFS.1112.RI.1.1
Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the
text, including determining where the text leaves matters uncertain.
LAFS.1112.RL.1.3
Analyze the impact of the author’s choices regarding how to develop and relate elements of a story or drama (e.g., where a story is
set, how the action is ordered, how the characters are introduced and developed).
LAFS.1112.WHST.1.2
Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration of historical events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or technical
processes.
- Introduce a topic and organize complex ideas, concepts, and information so that each new element builds on that which precedes it
to create a unified whole; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding
comprehension.
- Introduce a topic and organize complex ideas, concepts, and information so that each new element builds on that which precedes it
to create a unified whole; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding
comprehension.
- Introduce a topic and organize complex ideas, concepts, and information so that each new element builds on that which precedes it
to create a unified whole; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding
comprehension.
- Introduce a topic and organize complex ideas, concepts, and information so that each new element builds on that which precedes it
to create a unified whole; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding
comprehension.
- Introduce a topic and organize complex ideas, concepts, and information so that each new element builds on that which precedes it
to create a unified whole; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding
comprehension.
LAFS.1112.WHST.2.4
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
LAFS.1112.WHST.3.7
Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a question (including a self-generated question) or solve a
problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating understanding of
the subject under investigation.
LAFS.1112.WHST.3.8
Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and digital sources, using advanced searches effectively; assess the
strengths and limitations of each source in terms of the specific task, purpose, and audience; integrate information into the text
selectively to maintain the flow of ideas, avoiding plagiarism and overreliance on any one source and following a standard format for
citation.
Standards for ELLs
ELD.K12.ELL.SS.1
English language learners communicate information, ideas and concepts necessary for academic success in the content area of
Social Studies.
WL.K12.NH.1.2

Demonstrate understanding of short conversations in familiar contexts.
Credits
Other

